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Is the Bitcoin Bottom In?
Several indicators suggest we are at a local bottom.
The global crypto market has been falling since around November 10th, the day on which
Bitcoin hit its all-time high of approximately $69,000. There has been steady selling since
then, although it did not feel like it – impressive gains in various Layer 1 and Metaverse
tokens masked the overall weakness. Yet with the Fed's hawkish comments in the new year
leading to pain for equities as well, nearly all of crypto has been pummeled. Bitcoin has
managed to hold around the $40,000 level after briefly falling through. Now, two weeks into
2022, there are several on-chain metrics that suggest BTC, and the broader crypto market,
may be past their bottom.
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Reserve risk, a measure of the confidence of long-term BTC holders, has declined to levels
that indicate attractive risk/rewards and have coincided with troughs in the price in the past.
This coincides with low readings on the Crypto Fear & Greed Index, which read 21 (Extreme
Fear) on January 11, 2022.
Exhibit 1. Reserve Risk
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Notably, reserve risk is lower than it was at the last bottom in July 2021. At that time, reserve
risk never hit the "buy" threshold (attractive risk/reward) then, but it has now. Moreover,
reserve risk did not hit the "sell" zone (unattractive risk/reward) as we hovered in the high
$50,000/low $60,000 range in Spring 2021, nor did it do so when we hit all-time highs in
November 2021. Hence, the fact that it is in the buy zone now gives more weight to the
indication that this is a bottom.
We note that reserve risk can indicate attractive levels for several months, as it last did from
September 2019 to November 2020 (14 months), so it may best be a signal for those with
long time horizons. Nevertheless, we take this as a strong sign we could be bottoming, and
a sustained increase out from the buy range would confirm that.

RPV Ratio Heading to Levels That Historically Mark Troughs
The realized profits-to-value ratio (RPV) is also very telling on a 30D SMA basis. RPV
gauges profit taking in the market with its cost basis and is defined as realized profits over
realized cap. An RPV reading of approximately .0008 or below has historically coincided
with local market bottoms, as shown in Exhibit 2. As of January 10, 2021, this metric stood
at .00095 on a 30D SMA basis, nearing levels that marked past local bottoms, such as in
July 2021 and October 2020. If this value plateaus or begins to increase again, we would
take this as confirmation that the price has likely bottomed.
This metric has consistently coincided with local BTC lows historically, especially within the
past two years. Specifically, this included March 2020 Covid-19 crash as well as the July
and September 2021 lows.
Exhibit 2. Realized Profits-to-Value (RPV) Ratio (30d Moving Average)
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Key Metric Points to Market Bottom
Dormancy flow, a measure of Bitcoin's current market cap and coin dormancy (spending
patterns), has flashed a very rare buy signal. According to Glassnode, low readings such
as the ones we are seeing in the last several days "indicate moments where market cap is
undervalued relative to the yearly sum of realized Dormancy".
Exhibit 3. Entity-Adjusted Dormancy Flow
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On an entity-adjusted basis, dormancy flow has only hit the "buy" threshold 4 times in the
past 5 years, and has marked market bottoms in each instance, making it a compelling
gauge that the worst of this selloff is behind us:
•
•
•
•

January 2022: Right now (pullback from Nov. 2021 ATH/Fed's hawkish remarks)
July 2021: Bottom of market pullback from China BTC miner crackdown
March 2020: Bottom of covid-19 crash
December 2018: Bottom of 2018 crypto bear market

UTXOs in Profit Nearing July's Bottom Levels
Unspent transaction outputs (a proxy for BTC users/addresses) in profit has declined to
around 86% as of January 10, 2022, down from nearly 99% in November 2021, on a 30D
SMA basis. This metric is a good indication of froth in the market, as measures above 95%
typically precede a shakeout in the coming weeks.
The readings for this metric are currently approaching levels that coincided with the July
2021 BTC bottom as well as the lull in prices in October 2020. If the recent pullback is
actually a continuation of a bull market, then such levels could suggest we have bottomed
out.
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UTXOs in Profit
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Exhibit 4. UTXOs in Profit (30D SMA)
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Exchange Balance Down Slightly in January, Flat since September
As of January 10, 2021, the number of BTC on exchanges has declined by approximately
22,000 BTC ($1 billion equivalent) since late December 2021, indicating the worst of the
near-term selling pressure may be over. In periods of market weakness like the one we
have been experiencing the last few weeks, we would ideally like to see BTC on exchanges
flat or down, as that indicates users are not sending BTC to exchanges with the likely
intention of selling.

Exhibit 5. BTC Balance on Exchanges
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Conclusion
With several of these metrics strongly indicating a bottom, we think it is more likely than
not that Bitcoin has hit a local low this week. Bitcoin's price has already begun to steady
itself, climbing back up to $43,000 from $40,000 over the last several days. If both the RPV
ratio and entity-adjusted dormancy flow indicators are accurate now as in the past, then we
could see a significant rally in the coming weeks.
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DISCLOSURES
The research team may own the cryptocurrencies mentioned in this report, and as such
this should be seen as a disclosure of any potential conflict of interest. This report belongs
to CrossTower and represents the opinions of its research team.
This report does not provide legal advice. This report is not an analysis of whether a digital
asset is a security or commodity. There may be restrictions in the United States as to
whether entities who offer tokens should obtain licenses and registrations. People should
do their own research as to whether the entity that they are utilizing for purchases or sale
has appropriate licenses and registrations. In general, people should consult their tax, legal
and other advisers as to the risks involved in investing in digital assets.
Nothing herein is tax advice. You should consult your own tax professionals in order to
understand the risks of investing.
CrossTower is not a FINRA registered broker dealer or investment adviser and does not
provide investment banking services. This report is not investment advice, it is strictly
informational. Do not trade or invest in any tokens, companies or entities based solely upon
this information. Any investment involves substantial risks, including, but not limited to,
pricing volatility, inadequate liquidity, and the potential for complete loss of principal.
Investors should conduct independent due diligence, with assistance from professional
financial, legal and tax experts, on topics discussed in this document and develop a
standalone judgment of the relevant markets prior to making any investment decision.
CrossTower does not receive compensation from the companies, entities, or protocols they
write about. Compensation is not received on any basis contingent upon communicating a
positive opinion in this report. The authors were not hired by the covered entity to prepare
this report. CrossTower did not receive compensation from the entities covered in this
report for non-report services, such as presenting at author sponsored investor
conferences, distributing press releases or other ancillary services. The entities covered in
this report have not previously paid the author in cash or in stock for any research reports
or other services. The covered entities in this report are not required to engage with
CrossTower.
The research team has obtained all information herein from sources they believe to be
accurate and reliable. However, such information is presented "as is," without warranty of
any kind whether expressed or implied. All market prices, data and other information are
not warranted as to completeness or accuracy, are based upon selected public market
data, reflect prevailing conditions, and the research team’s views as of this date, all of which
are accordingly subject to change without notice. CrossTower has no obligation to continue
offering reports regarding this topic.
Reports are prepared as of the date(s) indicated and may become unreliable because of
subsequent market or economic circumstances. The graphs, charts and other visual aids
are provided for informational purposes only. None of these graphs, charts or visual aids
can and of themselves be used to make investment decisions. No representation is made
that these will assist any person in making investment decisions and no graph, chart or
other visual aid can capture all factors and variables required in making such decisions.
The information contained in this document may include, or incorporate by reference,
forward looking statements, which would include any statements that are not statements of
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historical fact. No representations or warranties are made as to the accuracy of such
forward looking statements. Any projections, forecasts and estimates contained in this
document are necessarily speculative in nature and are based upon certain assumptions.
These forward-looking statements may turn out to be wrong and can be affected by
inaccurate assumptions or by known or unknown risks, uncertainties and other factors,
most of which are beyond control. It can be expected that some or all of such forward
looking assumptions will not materialize or will vary significantly from actual results.
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